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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are defining an income statement report. You want to allow
viewers of the report to be able to drill down from report
balances to the underlying transactions. What do you need to
enable?
A. Nothing. All report balances are drillable in all FR Studio
reports.
B. Drill Through in Grid Properties
C. Allow Expansion
D. Report Functions
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
A network administrator wants to collect and monitor statistics
from across an enterprise wireless network. The network
includes three HP MSM765 Controllers and 440 HP MSM APs. The
network administrator also wants to monitor other network
infrastructure devices, including HP and non-HP switches. Which
solution provide this capability?
A. HP PCM+ and RF Planner
B. HP Intelligent Management Center (IMC) and Wireless Services
manager (WSM)
C. HP RF manager and RF Planner
D. HP RF Manager and Network Immunity Manager (NIM)
Answer: B
Explanation:
Student Guide Book 1 - Implementing and Troubleshooting HP
Wireless Networks - Page 1-34 HP Intelligent Management Center
(IMC) provides centralized management for acompany's complete
networking solution, from switches and routers to
MSMControllers and APs. IMC even supports thousands of other
vendor products so thatcompanies with heterogeneous
environments can manage all of their solutions from asingle
interface.
Wireless Services Manager (WMS), one of several modules that
can enhance IMC'scapabilities, delivers unified wired and
wireless management. As of version 5.1, IMCand WSM can manage
both autonomous MSM APs and APs that are part of acontrolled
MSM solution.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: A
Explanation:
Aging period definitions that have more than six aging periods
(columns) cannot be used on the printed report.
Reference: Vendor aging report (VendAgingReport) [AX 2012]

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following statements about the Oceanstor V3 file
system deduplication features are correct?
(multiple choice)
A. Use smart cache can accelerate the search performance of
fingerprints deleted
B. Using online processing to deduplicate data before it is
written to disk
C. can only be opened when creating a file object, business can

not be opened or closed during data deduplication and
compression function
D. When both deduplication and compression are turned on, the
data will be deduplicated and then compressed
Answer: B,D
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